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ABSTRACT: There are many researches that applied
data mining in banking. However, one may be coun-
tered the lack of suitable data as a serious obstacle to
employ data mining techniques for the banks. This pa-
per examines previous data mining researches carried
out for banking, integrates them, extracts all served
entities and attributes which are needed for analytical
purposes, categorizes them and ultimately presents a
suitable data model for analytical purpose. After analy-
sis of a wide range of data mining application in bank-
ing, 28 entities with 423 attributes were identified in
conclusion and the final proposed entity-relationship
diagram was created. Also a checklist was provided
based on the model for auditing data gap in banks and
applied in a real case. The results of this paper can be
regarded as a supportive tool for increasing banks’ busi-
ness intelligence maturity from the data perspective and
enable managers in requirement analysis of informa-
tion systems.
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1. Introduction

Banking is a fertile industry for new information systems
and technologies [1]. among them are business intelli-
gence and decision support systems. Business intelli-
gence as an important concept of machine learning and
big data [2] is a term that includes architectures, tools,
databases and methodologies for analyzing data in or-
der to support decision making for business executives
[3]. Banking domains such as branch efficiency, e-bank-
ing, customer segmentation and retention, and etc. pro-
vide an extraordinary context for broad application of
business intelligence concepts and its methods such as
data mining, data warehouses and decision support sys-
tems [4], [5], [6]. Data mining methods of business intel-
ligence have been applied for improving banking opera-
tions such as fraud detection [7], [8], [9], credit assess-
ment [10], [11], [12], customer churn prediction, and etc.
[13]. Nowadays, banks are aware about the value of their
customer related data. They need to transform their daily
transactions data for complex analysis including risk
management, customer relationships, profit and produc-
tion channels, market valuation, operational efficiency,
etc. [14]. Failure in these areas results in undesirable
output such as loss of customers, property damage and
loss of credit and heavy fines [6]. However, one may be
counter when analyzing data that the required data at-
tributes are not consolidated and organized in order to
perform the required analysis. In order to create knowl-
edge in these areas, the relevant data gathered by the
information systems is necessary and the lack of suit-
able data is a serious obstacle to employ data mining
techniques for the banks. However, so far, no research
in the field of banking has addressed this issue that what
information items are needed to take advantage of data
mining applications in the banks? And basically what is
the suitable data model in banks to maximize usage of
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analytical applications? And how can one assess rich-
ness of existing data in a bank with the aim of applying
data mining techniques? Therefore, it was sensed to ex-
amine the various research about data mining applica-
tion in banking and extract their served data attributes
and their relationship in the form of a data model so that
banks find what are necessary data to provide in their
information systems development future plans in order
to keep moving with the latest progress in intelligent bank-
ing. This research seeks to identify various applications
of datamining in banking and relevant data gaps in bank-
ing information systems to provide a comprehensive data
model for maximizing the usage of data mining and busi-
ness analysis applications. This model helps the bank‘s
IT managers to consider the analytical requirements in
long-term planning of information systems development
so that required infrastructure for data mining applica-
tions and analysis capabilities will be provided in their
bank. The final presented data model applied a checklist
in a bank for auditing data gap as a sample for the appli-
cation of the data model. Also, the results of this paper
can be regarded as a supportive tool for increasing bank‘s
business intelligence maturity from the data perspective.

2. Theoretical Literature and Research Background
Datamining in Banking

Data mining is the process of analyzing and summariz-
ing data from a variety of perspectives. This field in-
volves new theories and methods for processing large
volumes of data [15]. Data mining is a repetitive process
that combines business knowledge, methods, machine
learning tools and large amounts of correct and relevant
information to uncover hidden unseen perspective of the
organization’s data. This information can correct the ex-
isting processes and show trends to adopt customers
and employee’s policies [16].

Banking industry has noticed the importance of informa-
tion about customers that is undoubtedly among a large
volume of customer information, demographic informa-
tion, transactional data, credit card usage patterns and
so on. Banks can offer customized products and ser-
vices to customers by using suitable data mining tools
[5]. Banking systems collect a large amount of informa-
tion every day which includes customer information, trans-
action details, risk profiles, credit card details, collateral
details, compliance and anti-money laundering informa-
tion and Swift messages. Thousands decisions are de-
cided on a daily basis. These decisions include issues
of credit, fraud, investment, money laundering and ille-
gal financial. A manager needs to get different reports
and be able to make critical decisions by various bank-
ing system tools [6]. Using data mining to analyze pat-
terns and trends, bank managers can predict accurately
how do customers react to new rates or which custom-
ers are likely to accept new products.

There have been a several application of data mining in
banking. For example, used Logistic regression, Classi-

fication and Regression Tree (CART) and Cascade Cor-
relation Neural Network (CCNN) to build knowledge-based
scoring models [17; 18]. displayed that how big data
analytics is being successfully used in banking sector in
some aspects including spending pattern of customers,
channel usages, customer segmentation and profiling,
product cross selling, sentiment and feedback analysis,
and security and fraud management. Credit risk is the
main application trend in banking. There is also a rel-
evant interest in bankruptcy and fraud prediction. After
that, customer retention seems to be associated, although
weakly, with targeting, justifying bank offers to reduce
churn [4].

Credit risk assessment for secured loans is an important
operation [19]. with the aim of identifying necessary fac-
tors to assess credit risk, generated a new decision tree
model based on C 5.0 methodology in order to reduce
the of number of nonperforming loans [20]. developed
some Monte Carlo experiments using known techniques
and algorithms and implemented a linear mixed model
(LMM) as a new contribution to calculate the credit risk
of financial companies [21].

Studied determinants of deposit pricing by employing
various methods including multivariate adaptive regres-
sion splines, support vector regression, artificial neural
networks, classification and regression trees and ran-
dom forest results highlighted the importance of customer-
and account-specific characteristics in the determina-
tion of deposit rates. Also it was indicated that depositors
with a multi-faceted and long-term relationship with the
same bank seem to benefit from higher deposit rates as
a reward for being a core depositor [22]. proposed a
model for predicting liquidity risk using Artificial Neural
Networks and Bayesian Networks. Two-phase method.
Their model predicts liquidity risk by identifying its trig-
gering factors [5]. examined support vector machines
and random forests with logic regression to detect fraud
using the real data of international credit card payment
transactions. Random forests showed better performance
than other techniques, though logic regression and sup-
port vector machines also worked well [23]. on the study
of the Taiwan Bank were used Bayesian classification
and association rule to identify the signs of fraudulent
accounts and the patterns of fraudulent transactions.
Detection rules were developed based on the identified
signs and applied to the design of a fraudulent account
detection system. Using clustering techniques on money
transferring data in Vietnamese bank [24], proposed some
approaches on money laundering detection techniques.
They presented a system for detecting money launder-
ing using CLOPE algorithm [25].

On the study of the Bank of England, proposed a model
based on fuzzy logic and data mining algorithms to char-
acterize the e-banking phishing website factors. The tech-
niques evaluated by classifying the various phishing types
and defining six criteria for attack the e-banking phishing
website in a layered structure. In a Spanish Bank case
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study [26], reviewed various methods and techniques to
determine the important variables required for financial
institutions to predict the likely levels of trust among e-
banking users. To do so, the most recent advances in
machine learning and soft-computing were used, includ-
ing a new selection operator for multi objective genetic
algorithms. Their new proposed methodology, obtained
the best results in terms of optimization and highest punc-
tuation by the experts [13]. In a case study of a Euro-
pean private bank, proposed a dynamic churn predic-
tion framework for generating training data from cus-
tomer records and leveraged it for predicting customer
churn within multiple horizons using standard classifiers
[27]. in a case study of Portage Bank, proposed a data
mining response model supported by random forests to
support the definition of target customers. The perfor-
mance of an underdamping method (the Easy Ensemble
algorithm) was compared with that of an oversampling
method (the Synthetic Minority Oversampling technique).
The importance of the attribute features included in the
response model was also explored. Random forests that
were supported by an underdamping algorithm, presented
very high prediction performance compared to the other
techniques [28]. on the study of the Turkish bank, devel-
oped an applicable and detailed model for customer life-
time value (CLV). The results of the least square estima-
tion (LSE) and artificial neural network (ANN) was com-
pared in order to select the best performing forecasting
tool to predict the potential CLV. Due to its higher perfor-
mance; LSE based linear regression model was selected.
The proposed model included not only profit and
costoriented indicators, but also certain other indicators
rarely were used in the literature [29]. looked at both the
account data of the customers and their credit card trans-
actions in the study of the Taiwan Bank. The aim was to
discover interesting patterns in the data that could pro-
vide clues about what incentives a company could offer
as better marketing strategies to its customers. A two-
stage behavioral scoring model was presented with a
cascade involving selforganizing map (SOM) and an
Apriori association rule inducer [30]. applied a fuzzy data
mining technique called Fuzzy Association Rule Mining
II (FARM II) to help Hong-Kong County Bank for better
serving and retaining customers through discovering
customer‘s hidden patterns [31]. applied particle swarm
optimization (PSO) to obtain suitable parameter settings
for support vector machine (SVM) and decision tree (DT),
and select a subset of beneficial features in order to
predict bank performance. Experimental results showed
that their proposed approaches improved the accuracy
of classification significantly [32]. predicted bank failure
in the U.S. banking sector using extreme gradient boost-
ing (XGBoost) utilizing annual series of 30 financial ra-
tios for 156 U.S.

National commercial banks [33]. applied Extreme Gradi-
ent Boosting on the 25 annual financial ratio series data
to identify a set of key indicators that help predict and
prevent bank failure in the Eurozone banking sector. In
a study by the Bank of America [34], used four data

mining methods including logistic regression, decision
tree, neural network, and knearest neighbor in order to
predict bank failure [15], in the case of the 102 branches
of a large private bank, presented an intelligent integrated
decision support system (DSS) by integration of data
mining tools (RST, ANN, MLP, GA, and CVTT), DEA and
KMeans for prediction and optimization of complex per-
sonnel efficiency [35]. proposed a data warehousing ar-
chitecture for effective risk analysis in banking. Further-
more, they presented a hash based technique for data
reconciliation. On the study of an Iranian bank [36], clas-
sified 18 branches of a certain bank in order to deter-
mine sufficiency of cash in bank‘s branches. Using hi-
erarchical clustering and Bayesian hierarchical cluster-
ing in similar clusters, they estimated the amounts of
entered and consumed branch cash through neural net-
work.

3. Data Model and Entity

The data model is a method and tool for defining realworld
information requirements to be understandable for the
organization ‘s shareholders. In addition, data modeling
enables database specialists to use the information re-
quirements for implementing a computer database sys-
tem in order to support the organization. Therefore, a
data model is a critical tool for communication with users
and it also provides a database system design for devel-
opers [37]. Entity type conceptually is like the concept
of a class in object-oriented design. An entity type can
represent a set of people, places, objects, events or con-
cepts. Examples of entity type in an ordering system
can include customer, order and tax [38]. An entity is
represented by a set of attributes. Attributes are descriptive
properties that each entity possesses, such as name,
last name, address and telephone for customer entity
[39]. The ER1 model is one of the best known tools for
database logic design. This diagram is also understand-
able by nonprofessionals, is easily visualized, their enti-
ties and their relationship are visual, thus is a natural
way to display the user’s information needs. Database
systems are typically modeled by using an
entityrelationship diagram as a design of the stored real
data [40].

4. Research Method

This research in terms of purpose is an applied research
[41]. because it seeks for an entity relationship data model
to identify the current data gap in banks and financial
institutions. By using this model, it can be determined
which entities and attributes are currently banks and fi-
nancial institutions, and what used in are the gaps.

In terms of the implementation process, the present re-
search is qualitative [42]. In this research, content analy-
sis method has been used. The content analysis method

1 Entity Relationship Model
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categorizes the text and creates relevant and control-
lable data [43]. The content used in this research was all
the valid academic papers in the field of banking with the
approach of using data mining. In the first step, English
keywords such as “data mining in banking”, “application
of data mining in bank”, “money laundering in bank +
data mining”, “credit in bank + data mining”, etc., were
searched in scientific databases such as Scopus, Em-
erald, Science Direct, Taylor, and Google Scholar, to
find the most relevant articles in recent years in banking
that had applied data mining in various areas of banking
including money laundering, credit assessment, market-
ing, and so on. This research tried to include at least
one paper in each application. Some areas such as “cus-
tomer relationship management”, “marketing”, and “bank
performance review” have been overlooked in recent
years. In this cases, current paper just studies one or a
few number of papers with common topic due to aim of
the research that was covering various application of
datamining as much as possible. A total of 17 applica-
tions were reviewed through studying 30 academic papers.

Organizational Position Sex Age Experience Education Raw

Expert Male 46 19 M.Sc. 1

Department head Male 43 18 M.Sc. 2

Expert Female 36 10 B.Sc. 3

Expert Female 37 12 B.Sc. 4

Expert Male 34 9 M.Sc. 5

Expert Male 45 15 M.Sc. 6

Expert Male 50 17 M.Sc. 7

Expert Male 46 19 M.Sc. 8

Department head Male 52 22 Ph.D. 9

Expert Female 40 12 B.Sc. 10

Expert Female 39 16 B.Sc. 11

Figure 1. Frequency diagram of data mining applications

Table 1. Specification of Experts

Figure 1, shows the number of reviewed articles for each
DM application.

Then the articles have been studied to examine what data
and attributes they used. For this purpose, an Excel file
was created to collect and analyze the article‘s informa-
tion. In this Excel file, the “Research” sheet containing
columns “row”, “title”, “year”, “authors”, “algorithm”, “sam-
pling method”, “attributes”, “performance indicators”,
“software”, “data”, “ goal”, “ result”, and “business pur-
pose” were created to easily decide on the required data
and access to them. Then, based on the extracted at-
tributes, the initial entities were identified and then inter-
viewed with the banking experts to confirm or reject them.
The total number of 12 interviews have been conducted
with 10 experts (Table 1) from various departments of a
bank including customers and public banking, finance
and support, banking affairs, credit affairs and corpo-
rate banking, IT and international affairs and the bank‘s
IT partner. IT experts had general experience and knowl-
edge about all areas of banking and other non-IT experts
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had experience and expertise in their own professional
field data. Each interview lasted from 30 minutes to 2
hours.

After the final validation of the entities, the extracted at-
tributes were linked to the entities and again interviewed
with the experts to confirm the assigned attributes or to
reject them. After the final validation of attributes, the
main entity-relationship model was extracted with 28 en-
tities and 423 attributes.

For applying the validated data model, one of the Iran’s
banks was selected for evaluation using a questionnaire
and a checklist based on the model. Questionnaire di-
vided to three part including interviewers’ demography,
existing recorded entities from the E-R model, and the
banks business goals for applying data mining. The
model‘s attributes were asked through a checklist and
experts responded to the questionnaire and checklist.

5. Data Model for Data Analysis

5.1 Developing an Analytical Applications of Data
Mining in Banking
Reviewing the articles and extracting their used informa-
tion items, the extracted attributes of them were ana-
lyzed. Then, entities, attributes, and relationships between
entities were designed and the relevant entity relation-
ship model was drawn. The model initially consisted of
40 entities and 600 attributes, which were eventually re-
duced to 28 entities and 423 attributes after examining
the model by the experts.

In Figure 2, the relationship between the entities along
with the relationship degree [44], is shown. Considering
the relationship degree between entities, it should be
noticed that the display of the connection degree has
been shown on the side of which entity. For example, in

Figure 2. Final entity-relationship diagram

displaying a relationship degree between “Bank” and
“Employee”, the sign *..1 is displayed on the bank side,
which means that one bank can have several employ-
ees, but one employee only belongs to one bank, the
sign *..* in the connection between the entities of “Facil-
ity granting” and “Guarantors” which if to be read from
each side of this relation has manyto-many interpreta-
tions, means that any granted facility can have several
guarantors, and each guarantor, given his creditworthi-
ness, can be a guarantor of several facilities. In fact, it
should be noticed that the sign of a relationship degree
has been written close to which entity, in order to inter-
pret the relation from side of that entity. For example, in
the relationship between the “Branch” and “Employee”,
as can be seen, the sign *...1 is located on the side of
the branch, which means that any branch can have sev-
eral employees, but the reverse of that isn’t true, be-
cause any employee only belongs to one branch.

Due to the large number of entities and attributes, it was
not possible to display all of them in a form that could be
presented in this article. Figure 2 illustrates only entities.
To complete Figure 2, Table 2 shows the attributes of
each entity and its relationships with other entities. It is
obvious that only two entities are presented in Table 2 as
examples.

6. Auditing “A” Bank from the perspective of the en-
tity-relationship data model and the availability of ap-
propriate data for analytical applications

In order to illustrate the application of the presented data
model in this article, one of the Iran’s banks was se-
lected for evaluation. Due to the lack of permission to
publish the name of this bank, in the following, it is re-
ferred to as the “A” Bank. In this section, “A” Bank is
first has been audited using the final entityrelationship
model, Then, using the related checklist of entity-
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Entity: Bank
Explanation: This entity contains information about the bank and, considering that the scope of this research

cover the public and private banks, the extracted attributes is about all types of banks.

Attributes Relationships with other entities

One-to-One One-to-Many Many-to-One Many-to-Many

(Economic Value Added)
(Current Portfolio Value)
(Size) Employee, - -
(Attending to Financial Holding - Branch,
Corporation?) Service, Deposit,
(Capital) Adequacy Facility

Entity: Bank
Explanation: This entity contains the general and identity information of the customer Attributes

Attributes Relationships with other entities

One-to-One One-to-Many Many-to-One Many-to-Many

Car (Ownership) (Tax)
(Payer Number) Of
Dependents (Number Of Cars) - Deposit Opening, - Branch,
(Telephone) Customer Club, Marketing,
(Gender) (Income) Province Service
........

Entity: ……
Explanation:…..

Relationships with other entities

Attributes One-to-One One-to-Many Many-to-One Many-to-Many

. .... ... ... ...

Table 2. Entity specification

relationship model, “A” Bank has been investigated for
reviewing the existence of appropriate analytical data for
applications of data mining.

Using the final entity-relationship model, it was found that
some entities including “Bank”, “Customer Club”, “Rate”,
“Service”, “Service Interruption”, “Calendar”, and “Ac-
cess Level” were not found in the Bank‘s data model,
and the “Marketing” entity contained attributes other than
those in the final entity-relationship model.

The Bank‘s experts stated that the “Rate” entity could be
integrated into the “Deposit” and “Facility” entities, but
according to the attribute obtained from the research,
the need for the existence of the “Rate” entity was cleared.
The auditing revealed that the bank’s portals (internet
shopping through “A” bank) has not been considered in
any of the existing modeled entities by the “A” Bank. At

the moment of the auditing, attributes associated to the
portal operations, mobile banking and internet banking
have been merged into “Account Transactions” and “Card
Transactions” entities. So, due to the importance of the
portals for customers to use bank‘s services, it was pro-
posed to add the “Service” and “Service Interruptions”
entities to the existing entities. Regarding the “Calendar”
entity, the experts stated that the calendar information
can be obtained from the system, but according to the
final proposed data model (Figure 2), several attributes
such as “Branch Liquidity Calculation” were extracted
for this entity which is very functional in banking.

The “Access Level” entity is in relation with the “Service”
entity, and the explanations expressed about the “Ser-
vice” entity are also true for that. Other extracted entities
were modeled in existing data model of the “A” Bank.
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7. Checklist for Auditing the Availability of Appropri-
ate Data/Attributes for Analytical Applications

“A” Bank audit was conducted from the perspective of
the availability of appropriate data (required attributes)
for data mining using a checklist completed by the ex-
perts from various banking and IT domains. In Table 3,
only two examples of entities are displayed. By providing
this checklist to the “A” Bank’s experts, it became clear
that what entities and attributes were recorded in the
bank’s databases and which entities and attributes were
not existed. In this way, the data gap in “A” Bank was
identified for data mining analytical applications and was
provided to IT professionals for using in future develop-
ment of their information systems. In other words, the
checklist work as a practical useful tool to guide the bank
managers for improving their data maturity in order to

Entity

Bank

Customer

Attribute

Economic Value Added

Current Portfolio Value

Size
......

Office

Financial Expenses

Province/State

Parent Information

Email

Address

A Flag For Car Ownership

A Flag Representing Previ-
ous Employment That Lasted
More Than Year
...........

.....

Registrant information system
for entity and attribute

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Core banking

Table 3. The auditing checklist of “A” Bank

Are the entity and rel-
evant attribute register
ed in “A” Bank?

×

×

×

×

×

×

move toward an intelligent bank because the data act as
an essential infrastructure for analytical purposes.

8. Suggestions for IT Managers

Based on the findings of this research, it is suggested
that banks and financial institutions analyze their exist-
ing data models based on the final proposed entity-rela-
tionship model and the proposed checklist of this research
to find the existing data gaps in order to maximize the
utilization of analytical applications of data mining. The
proposed checklist acts as a practical guide for evaluat-
ing the required analytical data maturity. Without suffi-
cient essential data (attributes of the model) datamining
efforts will be unsuccessful. Also, according to the find-
ings of this research, it is suggested that banks and fi-
nancial institutions refer to the final entity-relationship
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diagram in Figure 2 for development of banking informa-
tion systems, in order to consider nonexisting attributes
to be logged in the future and they will not face with data
gaps in datamining efforts.

9. Conclusions, Limitations and Suggestions for
Future Research

In this paper, according to previous research, it was found
that data mining has various applications in banking that
mainly involve fraud detection, credit assessment, e-bank-
ing, customer churn rate, marketing, customer lifetime
value, customer satisfaction and loyalty, fraudulent ac-
counts, phishing, customer analysis, bank performance
review, customer relationship management, bank failure
prediction, required cash in bank branches, money laun-
dering, productivity analysis of the bank employees, and
bank risk assessment. In order to use the data mining
techniques for the abovementioned applications, banks
should store properties/attributes related to the entities
including the Bank, Customer, Customer Club, Employee,
Employees’ Degree, Branch, Branch Account, Branch
Account Transaction, Transaction, Province, City, Rate,
Facility, Lending Facility, Transaction of Facility Account,
Installments, Deposits, Transaction of Deposit Accounts,
Opening Deposit, Card, Card Transaction, Service, Ser-
vice Interruption, Calendar, Property, Guarantor, Mar-
keting, and Access Level.

In this paper, an appropriate data model was provided
for banks in order to maximize their utilization of analyti-
cal applications. The proposed model developed based
on the content analysis of previous research with the
subject of data mining applications in banking. The en-
tity-relationship model presented in this study shows all
the entities, attributes, and relationships between them.
This data model will help banks to provide the necessary
data basis for analytical applications using data mining
techniques. They can also use the checklist associated
to this data model, which includes entities, attributes, and
relationships between entities to evaluate the current status
of the data. Exploring academic literature, there were
existed a number of papers with various application of
datamining in banking. The focus of current research
for selecting previous papers was on covering various
subject matter of data mining in banking to diversify the
topics of DM applications as much as possible. There-
fore, it may be included for example just one paper among
ten existing paper in one application and this is the limi-
tation of this study. At present, many data are collected
in banks and stored in various operating systems that
are raw; they can be collected in a data warehouse to
perform excellent analysis for the strategic executive de-
cisions. It is suggested to researchers to perform a simi-
lar research based on the results of this research in or-
der to design a data warehouse architecture. The sec-
ond suggestion is to perform such a research for other
industries and organizations for example healthcare, in-
surance, and so on.
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